PRIMARY SPORT—SOCCER REPORTS from 26th June 2010

Under 10 Red
A very good game, with the team putting their skills from practice into play, a terrific effort by the whole team.

Prep Red Wallaby
All players put in a great effort and have improved immensely since the start of the season. Well done to Conor Blanton who scored all 6 goals for the team!

Grade 3
It was a great game, all students having fun and played a great attacking game. We were just unlucky with some of our shots at goal.

SOCCER REPORTS from 3rd July 2010

Under 8 Blue
A hard fought game between classmates played in high spirits.

Under 6 Dingo
It was an exciting match with equal contribution from all players. Fun was had by all!

Under 7
After a close and hard fought game Sacred Heart came out on top. Great team work and excellent skills shown throughout. Fantastic job everyone!

Under 6 Gold
This was a wonderful game to watch and a great result for our team. It was the best team game we have played all season with lots of passing and people making good position on the field. Thanks to Eve Swain, Charli Turton and Jonathan Fewkes for scoring our goals. Well done to Jack Robertson, Oscar Blackburn for their great team play and to Chelsea Blackburn for her great tackling. Well done to all!

Under 8 Red
This was by far our best game of the season, even though the result was not in our favour. It was played in very good spirit and the enthusiasm both on and off the pitch was fantastic. Thanks to Connor Wright, Tom Fewkes and Connor Smith for scoring our goals. Well done to Jacinta Johnson and Jordyn Sadkowski for being fantastic goalies. Lauryn Ashwood, Madi Chambers, Alana Colanzi and Harry Capp all talked well, played to position and really got in there and had a go. Well done to everyone!

Under 9 Blue
A great first half leading 2 to 1 but got a bit tired in the second half. All the team tried very hard—well done!

Under 6 Wallaby
Everyone played an excellent game will all players getting in there and having a kick of the ball. It is wonderful to see each player’s improvement and their confidence growing each week.

Sacred Heart Blue
They produced a very good effort on Saturday; all players competed fairly and with great enthusiasm. All the players are increasing their skills, and their team play, passing and positioning is developing well. The team had a successful game with the score being 8-1 in Sacred Heart Blue’s favour. Well done to all players.

PLEASE NOTE THAT PRIMARY FOOTBALL AND PRIMARY BASKETBALL ROSTERS ARE ON THE WEBSITE www.shc.tas.edu.au UNDER THE HEADING NEWS AND EVENTS—SPORT